ICRU
INTERNATIONAL COMMISSION ON RADIATION UNITS & MEASUREMENTS

OPEN SESSION
Monday 3rd April 2017 · Auditorium Alejandra Jádor

Program

9:00  Welcome to the UNAM Institute of Physics
      Prof. Manuel Torres, Director

9:20  The Formation of Stars and Protoplanetary Disks
      Prof. Susana Lizano
      UNAM, Center of Radioastronomy and Astrophysics

10:00 Radiations in Cultural Heritage:
      Re-Discovering the Mexican Historical Artifacts
      Prof. José-Luis Ruvalcaba
      UNAM, Institute of Physics

10:40 Coffee break

11:00 Research and Professional Medical Physics in Mexico
      Prof. Maria-Ester Brandan
      UNAM, Institute of Physics

11:30 End of session

13:30 Breast Computed Tomography (Breast CT): Technology development and clinical performance
      Prof. John M. Boone
      University of California Davis School of Medicine

www.icru.org